training
in Tactical Defense

for Civilians

Asymmetric Solutions Weekend Courses
One-day courses for men and women
of all skill levels and physical abilities,
taught by Professional Special Operations
Instructors at our Midwest Land Warfare
DoD Facility, near Farmington, Missouri:
Pistol (Beginner through Advanced)
Chief Civilian Instructor Grady Powell
teaching students at a Carbine Course

“You have an amazing thing here.
There is nowhere in the country
you can learn skills from
seasoned SEAL Team 6 and
Special Forces soldiers who are
friendly and approachable.
Or move and shoot in buildings
and around vehicles on a
military-grade compound. We are
lucky to have you so close.”
—Paul McCain, Pastor and Armed Citizen
St. Louis, Missouri

Carbine (Beginner through Advanced)
Defense of the Home (CQB)
Active Shooter Defense
Women’s Self-Defense
Low Light/No Light
Tactical Shotgun
Precision Rifle
Medical Skills
Survival Skills
And much,
much more...

www.AsymmetricSolutionsUSA.com/civilian
For more information and to Register for Courses

Use this code for 50% off your first course tuition: M47885151024

Member Takeaway Flyer (Example)
For Asymmetric Solutions Civilian Training Membership
An example of a simple, inexpensive marketing flyer that can
be made available to members to market to their friends, family
and communities (e.g. gun shops). Copies could be attached
to the certificate that each member takes away from the site at
the end of each course. Could be enhanced with a custom
offer code tied to a member referral program and still printed
and distributed after class or electronically (pdf).

Letter size (8.5”x11”) able
to be printed locally if
needed in color or b&w.
Can be distributed electronically as pdf
(customized to member id
or not).

Targeted flyer for specific
audiences, using unique
color for different markets
and specific messaging to
different audiences (e.g.
Civilian, Law Enforcement,
Military)

Custom URL for specific
marketing messages,
sign-up process and
results tracking.

Sign-up incentive offer tied
to a customized member
referral progarm.
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